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Wool: past the bottom
Coarse wool prices have lifted off record lows
The worst appears to be over for wool prices. For
example, 39 micron wool prices have lifted by 25%
from the record low level, set back in July 2017.
However, prices are still very low and the wool
industry is still not out of the woods yet. Indeed,
despite the lift 39 micron prices remain 28% below the
10-year average level.
Meanwhile, mid-micron prices have been stable over
recent months. Mid-micron wool prices bottomed
earlier than coarse types (towards the start of 2017).
At the same time, fine wool prices are firm, trading
comfortably above their long-term averages.
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Looking ahead, we expect prices to rise generally as
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global growth and demand improves and wool supply
remains low. Notably though, while we are optimistic that prices will improve over the next six months or so, we
anticipate that coarse prices are likely to remain below their long-run averages.

Week ending 10 November
The ASB New Zealand Commodity Price fell in all
denominations in the week ending 10 November. The Index
dipped 0.7% and 1.0% in USD and NZD terms, respectively.
Dairy prices drove all of the fall over the week, with the
2.2% fall in USD terms in line with the 3.5% fall at last week’s
dairy auction. Whole milk powder prices were particularly
weak, dipping 5.1%. Other prices fared better, with rising
wool prices lifting sheep/beef prices by 1.1% in USD terms.
Last week, the NZD regained some of its lost ground.
However, it has resumed its downward trend this week – as
at the time of writing the NZD was trading at US$0.6880.

ASB New Zealand Commodity Price Indices
As at Friday 10th November 2017
Index*

Week %

Year %**

Total NZD

110.1

-1.0%

8.9%

Total SDR

99.2

-0.9%

1.6%

Total USD

91.6

-0.7%

3.0%

Dairy USD

89.0

-2.1%

0.7%

Sheep/beef USD

94.1

1.1%

6.7%

Forestry USD

98.5

0.3%

1.8%

Fruit USD

94.8

0.3%

-7.8%

0.6930

0.3%

-5.4%

NZD/USD

* For all indices 2014 average = 100
** Percentage change since same week last year
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Disclaimer
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document.
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or
any part of this document.
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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